Results for supercell-size convergence of formation energies and charge transition levels of vacancy complexes V n (1 n 11) in crystalline Si are reported for the ab initio density functional theory (DFT) with generalized gradient approximation (GGA) pseudopotentials. When extrapolated to the dilute limit, the formation energy of an uncharged vacancy becomes 3.74 ± 0.1 eV, and the binding energy of an uncharged divacancy becomes 1.9 ± 0.2 eV. Stable V n clusters are built on the basis of sixfold rings (n 6) and of octahedral voids (n 7). If the well-known underestimate of the band gap by the DFT and the accuracy of extrapolations are taken into account, the extrapolated levels are in good agreement with experiment. We discuss the implications for simulation of vacancy clustering during thermal quenching, for interpretation of deep-level spectroscopy and electron paramagnetic resonance in irradiated Si, and for cell and Brillouin-zone sampling choice when DFT-related methods beyond local-density approximation or GGA are used.
I. INTRODUCTION
A single silicon vacancy V 1 is probably the most studied and best understood defect in crystalline Si. It has been thoroughly characterized experimentally [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and theoretically . This simple intrinsic point defect exists in low concentrations (below 10 14 cm −3 even at 800
• C) at thermal equilibrium with the perfect crystal at usual conditions [7] but is formed in significant amounts by thermal quenching from well above 1000
• C, by particle irradiation, during some reactions of the crystal with the environment (e.g., by thermal nitridation) [31] , or during some defect-defect reactions. It is electrically active, diffuses fast [8, 16] , and mediates diffusion of some dopants [32] [33] [34] . It can be detected and identified [35] by popular methods, like deep-level spectroscopy (DLTS), electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), infrared spectroscopy (IR), or positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS). Its influence may also be deduced from electrical data, e.g., from carrier lifetime measurements or spreading resistance profiling (SRP). And it makes an illustrative case of Jahn-Teller distortions [4, 15, 20, 36] , being the first proven example of negative Hubbard U [4, 15, 18, 30, 37] . It combines with impurities [29] , forming complexes like the A center [38] (with O) or the E center [39] (with P), and also with other defects, including other vacancies. Si vacancies and their agglomerates must thus be dealt with in the simulation of various defect-related processes, such as dopant implantation, rapid thermal annealing (RTA), and SiO 2 precipitation. Hence, multivacancies have also been widely studied [1] [2] [3] by experiment and by theory. Theoretical analysis is helpful for interpretation of DLTS [56] and EPR [20] spectra or for simulation of impurity nucleation and precipitation [67] , to name just a few examples.
Since the number of atoms that can be treated by a firstprinciples density functional theory (DFT) calculation is quite limited, the presence of the "infinite" crystal must be accounted for in an approximate way. In semiconductor physics, the most * Corresponding author: Dabrowski@ihp-microelectronics.com popular solution is to impose periodic boundary conditions (PBC) and use the plane-wave formalism in the resulting periodic repetition of the atomic cluster ("supercell"). This is easy to implement and employs mature numerical procedures, and its accuracy due to the finite basis set can be tested systematically. This method has been widely used also for V 1 and its clusters V n [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] . Yet it suffers from spurious effects caused by interaction between defects in the superlattice produced by the PBC [69] . The raw computed total energy must be corrected for this interaction [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] .
The simplest alternative is to saturate the surface of the cluster with hydrogen atoms [19, 54, 65, 82] . The price is that other finite-size effects appear: crystal bands change into discrete states, quantum localization steps in, and the relaxation field must be truncated at the cluster boundary. In addition, the influence of the H termination on the charge distribution in the cluster is hard to estimate.
One may also embed the cluster in the perfect crystal by employing Green's functions, so that the defect wave function may extend from the perturbed region into the perfect region [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . This is powerful and was successfully applied to V 1 [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] yet is not free from drawbacks. The calculations converge slowly in energy: Green's function at energy E involves a summation of 1/[E − E n (k)] over the host crystal bands E n (k). This imposes additional practical limits on the cluster size. Furthermore, truncation of all interactions at the cluster boundary makes the calculated total energy depend on the cluster size [18] .
The computed V n formation energies reported in the literature are thus to a certain extent ambiguous, and the available data are only approximately compatible with experimental observations. In particular, there are only a few reports on the ab initio energies of the complete series of vacancy clusters in the n range that is of interest for the simulation of such processes as SiO 2 precipitation [64] [65] [66] [67] 83] .
We have thus reconsidered the problem by performing standard pseudopotential DFT calculations within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), using periodic supercells with up to 1458 atoms. We focus on analysis of convergence with respect to the supercell size. The V 1 , V 2 , and V 3 defects, which have already been clearly identified by EPR and DLTS, are given the full treatment, and the results are used to support accuracy assessments. Big V n clusters (7 n 11) are discussed mostly from the perspective of the prediction of the stable charge state for midgap Fermi levels, as the formation energies of defects in such states have implications for clustering of vacancies obtained by thermal quenching [67] . This happens at elevated temperatures, when the Fermi energy for usual doping levels approaches the midgap value [84] . The formation energies and gap states computed by us for the stable and (selected) metastable representatives of each size in the V n series may be helpful in the interpretation of DLTS and EPR spectra in irradiated silicon.
Section II describes the approach. Section III focuses on finite cells and on benchmarking. Section IV is about the dilute limit, and Sec. V is on the implications for simulation of vacancy clustering after thermal quenching, for the interpretation of DLTS and EPR spectra in irradiated Si, and for the choice of Brillouin-zone sampling and superlattice in computationally demanding calculations.
II. APPROACH
Ab initio DFT calculations were carried out with the pseudopotential plane-wave code QUANTUM ESPRESSO (QE) [85] . Supercells containing up to 1458 Si sites were used. For exchange and correlation energy we employed the GGA in Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) form [86] , and we allowed for spin polarization of electrons. We used the ultrasoft PBE pseudopotentials provided with QE (SI.PBE-N-VAN) and two custom PBE pseudopotentials (SI.PBE-5170 and SI.PBE-5133) [87] . The energy cutoff E wfc cut was 20 Ry for the standard and 10 Ry for the custom pseudopotentials. The bulk properties of Si (lattice constant and bulk modulus) are described with typical DFT accuracy [88, 89] . SI.PBE-5170 was constructed to reproduce at lower costs (E wfc cut = 10 Ry) the bulk properties of Si obtained [67] by SI.PBE-N- VAN (E wfc cut = 20 Ry), while SI.PBE-5133 was constructed to reproduce the experimental bulk properties of Si as closely as possible at low costs (E wfc cut = 10 Ry); see Table I . No significant effect of the pseudopotential choice on V q n formation energies was observed. Formation energies are defined with respect to the Si bulk: the removed atoms are transferred to a reservoir in which they have the same energy as in the bulk. If the defect is charged, the charge comes from/to the Fermi level E F . The formation energy E form (n,q, E F ) of a V q n cluster computed in an m-atomic supercell is therefore 
Gap levels (q 1 /q 2 ) of a defect correspond to Fermi energies at which formation energies of charge states q 1 and q 2 of the defect are the same. Their location in the gap is therefore affected not only by the energies of the defect orbitals but also by relaxation of atoms in the different charge states. These charge transition levels can be found by plotting the formation energies given by Eq. (1) against the Fermi energy E F or directly from the formula
where E VB is the energy of the DFT valence-band maximum (VBM). The latter can be obtained by calculating the total energy of the perfect crystal in the neutral charge state and with one hole in the valence band,
E VB approximately equals the DFT VBM eigenvalue [92] . GGA and local-density approximation (LDA) DFT band edges do not coincide with the true band edges. This is caused by artificial self-interaction of electrons and by the lack of discontinuity in the exchange-correlation potential derivative with respect to the occupation number [93] . A correction is needed when DFT levels are compared to experiment [77, 78, 94] : the former should be shifted by dE F . One may argue that dE F should be the same for all defects [26] . Some authors use here the "marker method": dE F is chosen so that when corrected, a selected level coincides with its established experimental position [28, 53, [94] [95] [96] . We consider the levels of V 1 , V 2 , and V 3 as marker candidates for V n and eventually choose the V 1 and V 3 levels. The best choice is not fully defect and state independent, as it relates to how the host bands admix to the defect state.
We now turn to the choice of Bravis lattice. The practically useful range of cell sizes is between about 60 to less than 2000 atoms. Figure 1 shows the available number of atoms for cells having the full symmetry of the bulk (fcc, sc, and bcc). More flexibility is obtained when cells of lower symmetry (see Appendix A) are added to the set [79] . Using cells of various types results, however, in nonmonotonic dependence of the total energy on the number of atoms. Indeed, the quality of the Brillouin-zone (BZ) sampling varies smoothly with the number of atoms only for cells of the same type. The same is true for the interactions in the superlattice of defects. We have thus restricted the choice to a single Bravis lattice.
The size convergence is the fastest for bcc because the overlap of wave functions is the smallest [24, 30] and because the alignment between the perfect bonds and the spurious charge induced by finite size is most favorable in this case [24] . As far as these aspects are considered, there is no fundamental difference between sc and fcc [24] . For a single vacancy, the sc cells perform better than fcc [24, 30] , but this is not necessarily a general rule. Since there are more fcc than sc cells available ( Fig. 1) , we chose fcc cells.
The cell-size (r) variation of E tot is smaller when computed with special k points in the BZ than when computed with only the BZ center ( ) [21, 24, 30, 78] . Here, the scheme was chosen for three main reasons. First, we study numerous charge states of numerous defects and defect structures. In most cases we thus encounter partially filled Kohn-Sham states in the gap that are still dispersive even in large cells. If multiple k points are used, unphysical and uncontrollable effects may thus occur [30, 97] . Furthermore, the energy of a defect level at converges with the cell size faster than the center of weight of the defect band does [30] . Last but not least, the computing time per iteration done at is about two time shorter than needed to perform the same calculation for any other k point in the BZ interior [98] . However, although for cells used here the computed lattice constant and bulk modulus are converged or nearly converged at [99] , small size-dependent inaccuracies in the description of the host bonds remain [99] and, when summed over the supercell, contribute to the size dependence of E tot .
The unwanted side effect of periodic boundary conditions and finite supercell size is that each defect sees a periodic superlattice of defects with which it interacts: quantum chemically (due to overlap of defect wave functions) [30, 73, 77, 78] , elastically (due to overlap of defect strain fields) [28, 77, 78] , and electrostatically [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] 80, 81] . This spurious interaction vanishes at infinite separation between defects, but at the separation used in manageable DFT calculations it should be corrected for or at least estimated to assess the reliability of the results.
The finite-size correction has been formally analyzed in the seminal paper by Makov and Payne (MP) for the case of electrostatic interactions between superlattice of charged objects in the presence of uniform neutralizing background [71] . MP found that the dependence of total energy E tot on the supercell dimension r is in this case
where q is the charge, Q is the quadrupole moment, is the static dielectric constant, and α is the Madelung constant. If r is taken as a cube root of the supercell volume, then α fcc = 2.885, α sc = 2.373, and α bcc = 2.883 [72] . Since the strain field u(r) caused by a spherical inclusion in an isotropic medium decays as 1/r and the elastic energy density is proportional to u 2 , the elastic and electrostatic contributions of finite cell size to E tot have the same functional form that may be approximated by retaining the first two terms in the multipole expansion:
The absolute value ensures that the monopole term, −|A|r −1 , is attractive, i.e., that the monopole contribution to the formation energy contributes to the increase of the total energy with increasing defect-defect separation. This requirement may be somewhat counterintuitive, given that charges of the same sign repel one another. Yet for electrostatic interactions this effective attraction is the consequence of the neutralizing background that is added in the supercell calculation to each charged cell in order to keep the cells electrically neutral [71] . This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the simple case of a negatively charged oxygen atom placed in vacuum. The sign of the second term, Br −3 , is equal to the sign of the product qQ, where q is the charge and Q is the quadruple moment [71] .
Elastic interactions in the isotropic medium are similar in form to electrostatic interactions. In particular, the strain field 
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u(r) of a monopole source [100, 101] varies with the distance r in the same way as the electrostatic field:
and the energy density of the strain field is proportional to u(r) and always positive, as in the case of electrostatic energy density [102] . The defect volume is thus an elastic equivalent of the electrostatic charge q. Employing this similarity, one can immediately see that although spherical inclusions embedded in an isotropic elastic medium repel one another, the elastic monopole term is attractive as well. The elastic analog of the neutralizing background used in supercell calculations of charged objects is the constraint of constant cell dimensions: the supercell translation vectors are not relaxed when the defect is introduced, but they are kept equal to that of the perfect crystal. In other words, the stress field induced at the cell boundary by the point defect is ignored. This stress may be computed, but it has no physical meaning. The monopole term dominates asymptotically. At finite distances, the cell-size dependence may be influenced by the r −3 term and by higher-order multipole interaction and also by other effects. For example, wave functions of localized states decay exponentially with distance; hence, the effect of their overlap might be approximated by an exponential term [78] . This is visible in Fig. 2 for small cells in the behavior of the neutral O atom and of the negatively charged O atom (on which the added electron occupies an extended wave function).
There are also at least two other sources of size dependence of the total energy. First, as mentioned above, small sizedependent inaccuracies in the description of a single atomic bond in the crystal add up in large cells, so that there is a size-dependent k-point sampling error [78] . Since the quality of any k-point sampling scheme tends asymptotically to perfectness, this error must vanish at infinity, yet it is not immediately obvious that the error per atom decreases with the cell volume much faster than the number of atoms does. For example, it was reported that sampling in sc cells introduces a r −2 term [78] . Second, charged cells are neutralized by setting the divergent zero-order Fourier term to zero, rather than adding a homogeneous background charge [103] . The side effect is that the average electrostatic potential that determines the reference energy for E F becomes ill defined, so that the total energy of a defect in the charge state q is shifted by q [77] . The value of may be estimated by comparing the electrostatic potential far away from the defect to that of the uncharged bulk [77, 78, 104] . This estimate may be, however, quite inaccurate [74] . Fortunately, one can argue that decays proportionally to the number of atoms [75, 78] , i.e., as r −3 , so that this effect may be treated as a contributor to the coefficient B in Eq. (6) .
All this makes a potentially complex picture. Yet since the number of manageable cell sizes is, for Si calculations, small (fcc periodicity may, in practice, vary from 4 up to 9, and in many cases we varied it only up to 7), the fitting function must be simple. We have therefore extrapolated the formation energies E form to infinity using the formula
where f core (r) describes the contributions beyond the monopole-monopole interaction, depends on one or, at most, two parameters, and vanishes with r → ∞ faster than r −1 . The following forms of f core (r) have been tried:
f ei (r) = B exp(−|C|r i ),i = 1,2: models ei.
The fit parameters are E ∞ , A, B, and C. We used the PORT algorithm [105] as implemented in the NLS method of the R language [106] and adapted the Monte Carlo strategy. It often turns out that the dependence of the long-range interaction parameter A [Eq. (8)] on the charge q of the defect can, with good accuracy, be approximated by Finally, in order to visualize and, as far as possible, to measure the degree of structural relaxation of the defect core, we also followed the cell-size dependence of selected inter-atomic distances. The converged distances d ∞ were approximated by fitting two arbitrary test functions: Table II lists the formation energies of the vacancy and its clusters in stable and in (some) nearly stable structures. The column "class" describes the cluster type. For V 1 and V 2 it is the point group (pg) symmetry. The class "hex" consists of vacancies occupying the lattice sites of a hexagonal Si ring. The pivotal cluster is here the V 6 cluster, with the whole ring removed The energies in Table II are computed at Fermi level (4)]. E form at arbitrary E F can be obtained by adding to E form (E F = 0) the term qE F , where q is the charge state of the cluster [Eq. (1)]. [2, 4, 14, 15, 18, 21, 28, 30, 37] . The symmetry of V + 1 is D 2d (two identical dimers), and that of V − 1 is C 2v (a shorter and a longer dimer), as determined by EPR [2, 36] . The other charge states are not EPR active, but from the tight-binding picture [2] and from DFT [28, 30] 
III. RESULTS FOR FINITE SUPERCELLS
According to DFT [21, 28, 30] , V 2− 1 is special in that an atom moves towards the other three to make six identical bonds in a quasihexagonal "split-vacancy" configuration of D 3d symmetry [3] .
Our results agree with these facts. We also confirm the existence of several metastable structures with the charge other than +2 that have nearly the same energy [24, 25, 28, 29] . The length of the dimer in V Table III . References: b, [28] ; c, [30] ; d, [24] ; e, [21] ; f, [29] .
down from 90 meV for the 128-site cell through 3 meV in the 250-site cell to 0 meV in the 1458-site cell. In most cases, the dimers are longer than those reported so far [ Fig. 4(a) ]. This is not due to metastability and may be caused by differences in the bulk elastic properties for various pseudopotentials. The effect is too small to be reflected in formation energies [ Fig. 4(b) ].
Level energies obtained from Eq. (3) agree with those computed by other authors (Fig. 4 and Table III) . For better comparison, Fermi level correction dE F has been applied to align all DFT (2+/0) levels at the experimental value. When computed for our GGA levels, dE F decreases with the cell size from 0.48 eV for the smallest 128-site cell and 0.32 eV for the 250-site cell down to 0.16 and 0.15 eV for the 1024-and 1458-site cells, reflecting the decrease of the raw (2+/0) energy with increasing cell size. Anticipating further discussion, we note that the most appropriate correction (with the smallest sum of squared residuals) for V 1 and V 3 defect levels at the dilute limit is dE F = 0.19 eV, which is only marginally higher than the 0.14-0.15 eV expected from this behavior. From Table III it follows that the energy order and distance of DFT donor levels compare well to experiment. Even 64 sites with point work (the 3 3 Monkhorst-Pack grid yields worse results for such a small cell) [21] . The donor states in the biggest cells are probably affected by the artificial interaction with the GGA valence band. They are preferably ignored in the extrapolation to the dilute limit (Fig. 5 ) and the power n in the (q 1 /q 2 ) + AN −1 + N −n dependence should be at least 4 (model r4 or higher); otherwise, the extrapolation reverses the sign of Anderson U . Figure 5 adapts r4 for the donor states (with 9 × 9 × 9 data ignored) and r3 [on average, the best for E form (V q 1 )] for the acceptor states. DLTS levels of the acceptor states cannot be measured directly [108] . Extrapolation [108] from SiGe [109] may be in conflict with the negative U predicted by all DFT calculations for the acceptor states. The experimental assignment of charge states to the V 1 acceptors is tentative [110] , but if it is correct, the reason for the discrepancy may be that local strain around Ge atoms (to which V 1 is attracted) [108] affects the order of the gap states; indeed, DFT sees that strain influences the order of states, at least for V 2 [54] . When the D 3d states are omitted [111] , the acceptor levels compare favorably to DLTS extrapolation from SiGe, particularly in the dilute limit (Fig. 5) . "
B. Divacancy
When two neighboring atoms are removed from the bulk, a nearest-neighbor divacancy (nnV 2 ) is formed. In contrast to V 1 , not all broken bonds of the neighboring atoms of nnV 2 can be recombined into dimer bonds. Only two second-neighbor (2nn) dimers can be built. Dimerization of the remaining atoms leads to third-neighbor (3nn) bonds, which introduces so much strain that the structure spontaneously reverts to a geometry with all 3nn bonds opened. This happens in small as well as in big cells. The nnV 2 geometry is also spontaneously (i.e., without energy barrier) acquired when the removed atoms were the second, not the first, nearest neighbors.
V 2 bonding depends on the charge state [1, 40, 43, 45, [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . This is our observation as well. We also confirm that for charge states other than V 2− 2 there are various metastable bonding distortions of Jahn-Teller origin that differ in energy so little that they may be difficult to differentiate. For example, in all cells studied here the energy difference E between the resonant and nonresonant bonding for V 1 2 comes out smaller than 10 meV. For V 0 2 , E may reach 40 meV, but it changes sign as the cell increases in size. Since in our current calculations the inaccuracy due to finite basis set is about 20 meV per vacancy [112] , we do not distinguish here between these variations. For the purpose of this study, we focus on the nonresonant distortion mode with one shorter and two longer bonds [40, 47] . Figure 6 compares the size dependence of the uncharged divacancy obtained here for fcc cells with sampling to published data [51, 53] . It is apparent that there is a common asymptotic behavior and that from about 1000 atoms on all GGA data sets would follow the same line. The structure of V 0 2 is converged with respect to BZ sampling: relaxation with the 2 3 set from the -optimized structure reduces the energy by 50, 17, 3 and 0 meV for the 128-, 250-, 432-, and 683-site cells, respectively. Figure 7 and Table IV collect the results on the divacancy gap levels. The positions of acceptor states calculated in this work compare well to the DLTS data [113] . The distance between the two acceptor levels hardly varies with the cell size and is close to its experimental value [ Fig. 7(a) , Table IV ]. The absolute positions of the acceptor levels in the gap coincide with experiment when the valence-band edge correction of dE F = 0.36 eV is applied and the levels are extrapolated to cells with N = ∞ atoms using the r4 model that, on average, performs the best for E form V q 2 [ Fig. 7(a) and Sec. IV]. The correction of dE F = 0.36 eV places the GGA and true conduction-band (CB) edges at the same energy, indicating that the CB contribution to the V q 2 states for q 0 is predominantly correct in our GGA calculations. But the donor level appears to be poorly described due to artificial admixture of valence states; this is a GGA artifact.
Our GGA calculations at reproduce the correct ordering of the acceptor gap levels even in small fcc cells (128 sites) . This is in contrast to the GGA calculations with sc cells and a formally converged k-point sampling [53] , which reverse the order of the acceptor states even in the large sc cell of 1000 sites [ Fig. 7(b) , Table IV ]. The experimental order is recovered only after extrapolation to the dilute limit [53] . This may be a combined effect of BZ sampling and the Bravis superlattice because the LDA calculations done with fcc cells and away from the point reproduce the experimental order [51] , while changing GGA to LDA in sc cells with a nonsampling is no remedy [53] .
In spite of that, the GGA formation energy of V 0 2 is already practically the same when computed for the 1000-site sc cell with a converged k-point set and for the 1024 fcc cell with only (Fig. 6 ). This illustrates the fact that a simple verification that the defect in a single charge state converges at certain conditions does not prove that these conditions will yield good gap levels as well. Table IV . References: b, [53] ; c, [51] .
by DLTS [55] [56] [57] [58] . V 3 may exist in two different atomic configurations, both of which are built on the basis of the hexagonal ring [ Fig. 3(a) ]. The ground state of V [ Fig. 8(a) ].
The core of the FFC type of V 3 [ Fig. 8(b) ] converges with supercell size more smoothly than the core of the PHR V 3 does [ Fig. 8(c) ; the small jump between the two biggest cells that is seen in Fig. 8(b) is already within the numerical accuracy range]. Namely, the bonding pattern (and, with it, the symmetry) of the PHR cluster in its ground state varies with the cell size and stabilizes only in 7 × 7 × 7 and larger cells, whereby the interatomic distances appear to practically TABLE IV. Gap states of the divacancy at finite cells (bold font) compared to literature data. DFT levels are aligned such that all (+/0) levels match the DLTS data. Exchange-correlation type, cell size, k-point sampling ( or a denser MP grid), and literature source are indicated. By the data from Refs. [40] , [43] , and [45] , an asterisk ( * ) means that acceptor levels are recalculated to the distance from the VBM assuming a gap of 1.12 eV [84] . [51] 0.20 0.53 0.75 converge as well. These variations contribute to the inaccuracy in the determination of the converged energies and charge transition levels. For this reason, V 3 seems to be a difficult case. It may be surprising that there is a substantial difference between the transition levels obtained in Ref. [58] and in this work using dE F = 0 (Table V, the values set in italics). This difference exemplifies the effect of BZ sampling. Both calculations use a single k point, but while in this work it is the point (BZ center), in Ref. [58] it is the L point (BZ boundary). Taking the L point widens the gap between the available Bloch states. The highest occupied state of the sampled perfect crystal states is now away from the DFT VBM at , and the lowest empty state of the sampled perfect crystal is farther away from the DFT conduction band maximum (CBM) at the line than when sampling is used. First, this means that the reference point [the "hole" DFT "VBM", Eq. (4)] is different in both calculations. Second, the wider separation between the donor and acceptor states of V 3 obtained at L indicates that the admixture of band states to the acceptor states is significant. Still, extrapolation of results to infinity with dE F = 0.17 (which is nearly the same as that for V 1 ) fully reproduces the DLTS levels ( Table V) . The better agreement of the L-point data with experiment may be due to partial cancellation of errors and can be viewed as an outcome of incomplete convergence. But precisely due to this cancellation, the 512-atom sc cell with L sampling [58] may be good for DFT calculations for point defects in Si.
It follows that the contribution of the DFT band gap problem to the inaccuracy in the computed V n levels cannot be neglected. In addition to the uncertainty in the reference level, there is an uncertainty due to the admixture of band states that affects the E form directly [79, 115] . [56, 57] ) and to the LDA results obtained in Ref. [58] for sc cells and BZ sampling at the L point [114] ; N is the cell size. DFT levels in roman are aligned by E F shift dE F to match the (1/0) DLTS energy. The levels in italics correspond to dE F = 0. a DLTS levels are recalculated from the distance from the CBM to the distance from the VBM, assuming a gap of 1.12 eV. Vacancies in complexes containing up to seven single defects tend to arrange themselves in rings built on the basis of the quasihexagonal (111) rings in the diamond structure [59, 60, [62] [63] [64] [65] . This can be visualized on the basis of the ringlike V 6 complex. In V 6 , all atoms from a single ring are removed, and their neighbors are rebonded into six dimers For V 4 , the asymmetric hex ring (V 4,aFFC ) [59, 64] , the 110 -planar chain (V 4,110 ) [55, 59, 64] assigned to the P3 spectrum in the EPR signal of neutron-irradiated Si [55] , and the void-type 111 -planar chain (V 4,void ) [55] assigned to the A3 spectrum [55] belong to the metastable group. In accord with Ref. [59] , we find that the symmetric structure is slightly (by about 0.15 eV) more stable than the asymmetric one. For V 5 , the structure designated "void" is the nonplanar pentavacancy assigned to the P-1 EPR spectrum from neutron-irradiated Si [68] .
Clusters from V 7 to V 11 (which is the largest cluster considered in this work) can be built on the basis of two hexagonal rings sharing one site [see Fig. 9(d) , where vacant sites in the second ring are shown as dark circles]. Two such rings form the perfect V 11,hex . Again, PHR and FFC substructures are possible for intermediate n. But beyond six vacancies, the ring-based complexes are metastable (Table VII) band; for this reason, we considered only uncharged and negatively charged clusters of this type. We find that the threefold-coordinated (3c) atoms capture excess electrons one by one. The excess electron in V − n,void goes to one dangling bond, making the affected atom relax inwards, while the other atoms are largely unaffected, apart from some elastic response [ Fig. 10(a) ]; this repeats (for another 3c atom) with each new electron added, up to the charge state q = −4. The decavacancy V 10,void behaves in the same way; this is in contrast to the breathing relaxation computed in Ref. [61] for V 10,void on electron capture. The cause for the difference may be that we did not impose any symmetry on the defect, either explicit or implicit; in fact, we always initialized the calculations with slightly nonsymmetric positions of atoms.
These differences notwithstanding, we confirm the observation in Ref. [61] that there exists strong lattice relaxation of the threefold-coordinated atoms in response to charge trapping and that this relaxation strongly reduces the electron-electron repulsion (effective Hubbard U or Anderson U ). In 128-, 250-, and 432-site cells, this effect is strong enough to destabilize the charge states other than 0 and −4: the stable transition state is (0/−4). But in the 7 × 7 × 7 cell (686 sites) the (−1/ − 3) level becomes stable, and in the 8 × 8 × 8 cell (1024 sites) the Anderson U turns positive. Since the energy differences between the affected levels are small and the relaxation of the core depends on the cell size up to big cells, the extrapolation to infinity is not accurate enough to predict the ordering of the levels in the dilute limit [ Fig. 10(a) ; see Sec. IV for more discussion on the extrapolation]. But it makes sense to expect that the cluster is neutral for E F around midgap or that the energy of the neutral defect provides a good estimate of the E form at midgap.
Eventually, we find that the void-type V n clusters are either uncharged or negatively charged (we assume the same dE F as for the hex clusters). We cannot exclude that a positively charged defect may exist in the dilute limit (and Fig. 10 , taken together with the results of Ref. [61] for donor states, supports this view for V 10,void ), but we currently have no direct evidence for such a case.
In contrast to these complications, V 6,hex is well behaved [ Fig. 10(b) ] and so are the stable V 4 and V 5 .
E. Binding and dissociation energies
The energies of uncharged clusters are compared in Fig. 11 to those in the literature [59, [64] [65] [66] . All show the same trend: tendency to form clusters growing in size, enhanced stability of V 6,hex and V 10,void , and relatively easy dissociation of V 7 and V 11 . The literature data compare well to those obtained here for clusters of similar size; the older, less accurate density functional based tight binding (DFTB) and Harris functional calculations overestimate the absolute E form , but for most clusters the errors largely cancel out in D. The dissociation energy D of several clusters depends strongly on the cell size. Interestingly, this is most dramatic for the small, not for the large, V n,void defects. The stability order for n 6 is incorrect below 216 sites. The intriguing stability enhancement of V 2 occurs only in small cells. The dissociation energy of V 4 is the lowest in the hex group at fcc 4 × 4 × 4 (128 sites), but this changes already with 250 sites, and from 432 sites on the dissociation of V 4 is even more difficult than the dissociation of V 6 . 
F. Charge transition levels
Gap levels of stable V n in the 686-site cell are collected in Fig. 12 . The value of dE F = 0.19 eV that was used to correct for the DFT band gap problem was obtained by the least-squares fit of the levels in the dilute limit (Sec. IV) to the experimental data for V 1 and V 3 . As the GGA band gap is, for the pseudopotentials used in this work, equal to 0.76 eV, this yields nearly symmetric corrections to the VBM (0.19 eV) and to the CBM (0.18 eV). The midgap energy is thus nearly the same when estimated from the dE F correction (0.19 eV) or when taking half of the GGA band gap of 0.76 eV (Fig. 12) .
The lowest donor levels and, for V n,void , the lowest acceptor levels are under the GGA VBM even in the 686-site cell, as are the Kohn-Sham energies of the related orbitals. The resulting hybridization with the valence-band states and escape of the charge from the resonant state to the bulk may affect the extrapolation accuracy. Figure 13 illustrates a common problem with extrapolation of formation energies to the dilute limit: in multiple cases, the correction magnitude noticeably depends on the core function applied, although the fit quality (measured by the sum of squared residuals σ ) is for most functions comparable. For example, for V 1 we have model : r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 p e1 e2 σ/σ best : 6.4 1.7 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.4 3.8 1.7 1.0 1.3
IV. EXTRAPOLATION TO DILUTE LIMIT
Poor performance of r2 prevails for all other defects and indicates that the -related wave-function overlap effects [78] are less dramatic in fcc than in sc [78] cells. The accuracy of E form (∞) may be assessed by comparing the estimates obtained for the best models when all data points are used and when the smallest and the largest cells are ignored. This yields E form (V 0 1 , ∞) = 3.75 ± 0.08 eV. Within the 3-parameter class, one obtains E form (V 0 1 , ∞) = 3.75 ± 0.13 eV. The average of the best fits (e1, e2, p, r3, r4) with all cell sizes gives E form V 0 1 ,∞ = 3.80 ± 0.05 eV. Inaccuracies of this order are typical also for other defects, although details vary from case to case.
The short-range core models are only test functions, so errors may add up when gap levels are computed from the extrapolated E form (∞). But the levels are defined by differences in E form [Eq. (3)]. The real cores of similar charge states are likely to be similar and to cancel out when two raw formation energies are subtracted from one another to compute the raw gap level (this may be the reason why the point is so efficient for gap-level calculations). One can thus take the model that works best for E form (V n ), remove the constraint 
n )/n plots, see Fig. 11 . on A, and then fit it to V n levels. We find that this works much better than extrapolating the levels by subtracting two E form (∞).
Using this method, we obtained the levels of stable V n in the dilute limit (Fig. 14) . Here, we took the average of boundary cases (best model and the second-best model or ignored cells of extreme size) shown as dotted lines, and we set dE F to 0.18 eV (the average of best dE F for V 1 and V 3 , with V 2 ignored because of its exotic bonding).
One can take advantage of the error cancellation in levels and improve the estimate of some E form V q1 n by applying Eq. (3) to a more accurate E form V q2 n and a more accurate level (q 1 /q 2 ). Table VIII 
V. SOME IMPLICATIONS

A. Simulation of vacancy clustering
During thermal quenching, vacancy clustering is expected to happen around 600-700
• C (Figs. 4 and 6 in Ref. [67] ). By dopant concentrations in Si wafers of up to about 10 18 cm −3 , the Fermi level is then in the midgap region [84] . To assess relative V n concentrations at such conditions, one should therefore know the V q n formation energies for q that are stable around midgap.
In the 686-site cell, only V 1 can be uncharged around midgap (Fig. 12) . In the diluted limit (Fig. 14) , most acceptor states move upwards, so that more clusters may be in the neutral state (V 1 -V 6 , V 10 , V 11 ). This means that, apart from underestimating the formation energy of each charge state separately, calculations in finite cells underestimate the formation energies of overcharged clusters (like of V 2 or of V 8 )
by an additional amount, equal to the excess charge times the energy difference between the midgap energy and the acceptor level [Eq. (3)]. This improves when only uncharged defects are considered in finite cells, as is usually done. The influence of charging tends to cancel out in dissociation energies (Fig. 15) .
In our previous work, we adapted for kinetic calculations of V clustering the energies from 5 × 5 × 8 cells [67] . This resulted in decreased stability of V n for n < 6, and the V 6 clusters turned out to be the dominant species after RTA at 1250
• C and during anneals at temperatures lower than 800
• C [67] . With the energies extrapolated to the diluted limit in this paper, V 6 remains dominant after RTA because the process is fast and the low stability of the V 7 cluster results in a kinetic barrier. But a preceding anneal below 1000
• C would make the V 10 cluster the dominant species. Increased V 9 stability (Fig. 15) does not hinder the growth of V 10 because the kinetic barrier is not too high and because V 11 still dissociates easily.
B. Vacancy clusters in irradiated samples
When vacancies are produced by particle irradiation, their clustering takes place at temperatures much lower than during thermal quenching. Metastable structures are therefore likely to be seen in the measured spectra.
In Sec. III D, we mentioned three metastable clusters that have been identified by EPR in irradiated Si: the 110 -planar chain [55, 59, 64] (V 0 4,110 ) assigned to the P3 spectrum [55] , the 111 -planar chain [55] (V − 4,void ) assigned to the A3 spectrum [55] , and the nonplanar V − 5,void assigned to the P-1 spectrum [68] . We confirm that these defects are EPR active in these charge states. But during thermal anneals, the P3 spectrum is replaced by the A3 spectrum at T o = 170
• C. Hence, E F for which V Table VI states that V 4,110 is more stable than V 4,void for all charge states (i.e., also for all E F ). If the assignment from EPR is correct, this discrepancy may mean that the contribution of vibrational entropy to the free energy of V 4,void at T o = 170
• C is large enough to stabilize this cluster with respect to V 4, 110 . Such a stability reversal would require the entropy term T o to be at least 0.2-0.3 eV, or less than the vibrational ST o of a single vacancy [25] ; hence, this hypothesis is not implausible.
The EPR signal from V (Fig. 16 ).
C. Implications for defect simulation
One of the important problems in theoretical defect physics is the underestimate of the band gap by the DFT with exchange and correlation energy described be LDA or GGA formulas [93, 116] . We addressed it applying to the GGA band edges an a posteriori correction estimated by comparing the calculated gap levels of V 1 and V 3 to experiment (the marker method). But the results cease then to be fully "from first principles"; worse, it is unclear which marker to choose because marker performance is affected by the character of the defect wave function. r4  r4  r5  r4  r5  r4  r4  r4  r4  r6   V1  V2  V3  V4  V5  V6  V7  V8  V9  V10  V11 Dilute limit (infinite cell):
Charged V n at E fermi = = VBM( (GGA) ) + + 0.38 eV Uncharged V n 7x7x7 fcc (686−site cell): There exist truly first-principles methods to overcome the band gap problem that are applicable in practice also for calculations with the 64-site cell or even with over hundred atoms. Notably, one can employ the zero-order GW approach (G 0 W 0 ) to compute quasiparticle energies [117] [118] [119] [120] , or one can mix in some Hartree-Fock exchange by using hybrid potentials [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] . Both tools are implemented in the leading ab initio packages, including QUANTUM ESPRESSO, and are becoming increasingly popular. Nevertheless, their computational costs are markedly higher than those of the usual LDA or GGA DFT, so that saving the numerical effort on the supercell size and on the k-point sampling becomes a priority.
We find that the performance of the (computationally inexpensive) [98] sampling is better than its reputation. The wave-function overlap decays with the cell size L not slower than L −3 or L −4 , at least for fcc. With denser k grids, clusters do not relax much better. To the contrary, the bulk of the additional relaxation produced by sampling the BZ interior away from is due to nonphysical occupation of states in partially filled defect bands [97] . When the cells are big enough to make the occupation effect insignificant (a 250-site cell may suffice), the relaxation effect becomes of little significance as well (3 meV for V 1 , 17 meV for V 2 ). The major profit from no-grids is a reduction in the cell-size dependence of the energies. The interaction of defect wave functions in the superlattice is of bonding type at (the phase is the same in each supercell), while other k points add some antibonding character, partially averaging the interaction away.
A good strategy is thus to perform the relaxation at and then recalculate the energies with another k-point set, but at fixed atomic positions. Still, we observed that doing this with the smallest cells (like the 128-site fcc cell) leads to more confusion than help: the energy-cell-size dependence becomes nonmonotonous, and the extrapolation may come out completely wrong if, e.g., only two or three cell sizes are examined.
Extrapolation to the dilute limit would be greatly facilitated when at least a part of the interaction between the defects in the superlattice is rigorously removed. There exists a recipe for doing this for the electrostatic term [80, 81] . Yet one must verify if the cell is big enough for the nonelectrostatic terms to disappear. A reliable test requires at least three cell sizes. If the cells are big enough, the r3 model removes the electrostatics as well.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We reported results of ab initio GGA calculations for formation energies E form of vacancy complexes V q n in Si (1 m 11). Supercell size convergence was examined. We discussed implications for the simulation of vacancy clustering after thermal quenching (Sec. V A), for the interpretation of DLTS and EPR spectra in irradiated Si (Sec. V B), and for the strategy for efficient simulation of defects with methods beyond the standard (LDA or GGA) DFT (Sec. V C). In particular, we found the following:
(1) The acceptor levels of V 1 extrapolated from SiGe are well predicted if one assumes that the presence of Ge destabilizes the D 3d state (Sec. III A).
(2) The stability order of small (n 6) clusters is incorrect in supercells below 216 sites (Sec. III E).
(3) V 3 to V 6 form rings built on the basis of the sixfold Si rings. In intrinsic Si they are uncharged. Clusters larger than V 7 and based on interwoven sixfold rings are metastable (Secs. III C and III D).
(4) Vibrational entropy may be needed to predict the stability sequence of metastable V 4 seen in EPR, but the behavior of the A3 and P3 spectra of V 4 is well described by E form alone (Sec. V B).
(5) V n dissociation energies strongly depend on the cell size, but the prediction that V 6 dominates after thermal quenching is unaffected (Sec. V A).
(6) V 6 may have two levels in the gap (Sec. III D). n,void states may be unstable (Fig. 14) . (9) For the GGA pseudopotentials used here (Table I ) , the marker method yields a VBM correction of 0.19 eV, which places the corrected and uncorrected midgaps at nearly the same energy (Sec. III F).
(10) With the fcc cells, sampling is best suited for atomic relaxation and level calculation. Additional calculation at fixed atomic positions done outside reduces the cell-size dependence of E form , but with small cells caution is advised (Sec. V C).
(11) At , the extrapolation of E form to the dilute limit (r = ∞) works well with test functions of the type E ∞ − |A|r −1 +Br −m , 3 m 6. The r −1 term must be negative for any BZ grid used (Sec. II).
(12) Gap levels are best extrapolated directly, not from the extrapolated E form (∞) (Sec. IV).
(13) What marker level should be used depends on the relative admixture of VB and CB states to the levels to be corrected (Secs. II, III A-III C, and IV).
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APPENDIX A: ORTHORHOMBIC VS FCC CELLS
Supercells with varying Wigner-Seitz shape may be, in principle, employed in the same study to increase the amount of information for the extrapolation scheme [79] . We tested sc, fcc, bcc, and orthorhombic cells. We quote the results for fcc cells, unless specified otherwise.
The fcc lattice vectors are As illustrated by Fig. 17 for the example of V 0 1 , E form converges faster when fcc rather than orthorhombic cells are used. More importantly, the shapes of orthorhombic cells are many, and this is reflected in more complex size dependence than for fcc cells. The fcc family is thus better suited for a systematic convergence study.
APPENDIX B: CONVERGENCE OF STRUCTURAL RELAXATION
By inspection of the dependence of A (which measures the asymptotic part of the correction) on the charge state q one may estimate the contribution of elastic forces to the asymptotic behavior of E form [Eq. (12)]. All extrapolation Figs. 18(a) and 18(b) ]. This indicates that this contribution is detectable, at least in the fcc superlattice. This is in line with the observation that the strain field of V 1 expands along 110 ; that is, it coincides with the supercell translation vectors [24] . The elastic contribution was reported to be weak for V 1 in bcc [24] and sc cells [28] . For fcc, the pure q 2 dependence remains within the error bars of the r3 model, but this is not so for more precise models (p, e1). Since the V 1 atomic core practically converges in finite cells [ Figs. 18(c) and 18(d) ], the asymptotic elastic contribution stems from the bulk, as expected from the theory of elasticity.
